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 SEMA is a member of the timber construction industry association Gbm e.V., which is active in the provision of knowledge and information on the subject. In addition to the SEMA products and services, you will find a wide variety of woodworking information in our web shop. SEMA BI-CYCLO is now available in a new version in conjunction with GSMA! The new SEMA BI-CYCLO, version
6.0, offers even more possibilities for creating complex and more versatile designs. SEMA BI-CYCLO is especially designed for creating and modifying 3D models of virtual stairs. The new version 6.0 is available in four different releases: SEMA BI-CYCLO SE-H18/2 is a professional version designed for the digital workplace. It is a professional version for SEMA users that want to create their

own Virtual Stairs and Staircases for use in the field of timber construction. SEMA BI-CYCLO SE-H19-24/4 is an upgraded version for users of previous version. SEMA BI-CYCLO SE-H19-24/4 allows for the creation of virtual stairs and staircases in the areas of timber construction with several elevations and multiple levels. SEMA BI-CYCLO SE-H19-24/3 allows for the creation of virtual stairs
and staircases in the areas of timber construction with a few elevations and no more than two levels. SEMA BI-CYCLO VE-H18/2 is the economical version for schools and other schools of architecture. It is a version for SEMA users who want to create their own Virtual Stairs and Staircases for use in the field of timber construction. Just few weeks ago we have announced the release of SEMA BI-

CYCLO SE-H18-2, a brand new version of SEMA BI-CYCLO. SEMA BI-CYCLO SE-H18-2 is now available as a universal version that can be used with all of SEMA BI-CYCLO products. The new version 2.0 of SEMA BI-CYCLO includes more than 100 functions and an optimized platform. SEMA BI-CYCLO has always been a toolbox for the creation of stairs and in the new version 2.0 a
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